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1. Introduction
Thi 7s mana describe t visible arclamture of t MIPS-X pIceo and Oth f diig nomantion reuired to

uscuse cosrec progami. MIS-X is a pipelined, prcessorm M no hu~wm kre Ialo . TbereOMe the sofware
ssm is respamile ftr kmpin irack of t d timn of the instrucuam.

The pocsso has a loadtsuoe architcmur and supports a very sml number of insxucion. The lastruiction set of
te prces2a wil be described&

Mme proessor supports two, types of coprocesor interfaces. One intrface is dedicated to the: floatig point unit
and the oche will support up to 7 other coptucsou. These instnuctons wil als be described.
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2. Architecture

2.1. Memory Organization
The memory is composed of 32-bit wards md it is a uniform address space starting at 0 and ending at 232-. Each

memory location is a byte. Load/store addresses we manipulated as 32-bit byte addresses on-chip but only words can

be read from nmnory (ie., only the top 30 bits e sent to the nmemory system). The numbering of words in memory is

shown in Figure 2-1. Bytes (characters) r e accessed by sequences of nstructim that can do insertion or extraction of

characters into or from a word. (See Appendix I). Instructions that affect the program counter, such as branches and

jumps, genrt word addresses. Tbis means that the ofsts used for calculating loaftsoe addresses ae byte offsets,

and displacements for branches and jumps are word displacements. The addressing is consistently Big Endian [1].

I I I I ..

Word 0 Word I Word2 Word 2 0-1

Figure 2-1: Word Numbering in Memory

Bytes are numbered starting with the most significant byte at the most significant bit end of the word. The bits in a

word ve numbered 0 to 31 starting at the most significant bit (MSB) and going to the least significant bit (LSB). Bit

and byte numbering we shown in Figure 2-2.

0 7 8 15 16 23 24 31
I ' ' ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' . . .

Byte 0 (MSB end) Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 (LSB end)

Figure 2-1 Bit and Byte Numbering in a Word

The address space is divided into system and user space. An address with die high order bit (bit 0) set to one (1) will

access user space. If the high order bit is zero (0) then a system space address is accessed. Programs executing in user

space cannot access system space. Programs executing in system space can access both system and user space.

2.2. General Purpose Registers
There are 32 general purpose registers (GPRs) numbered 0 through 31. These ve the registers named in the register

fields of the instructions. All registers ve 32 bits. Of these registers, one register is not general purpose. Registei 0

(rO) contains the constant 0 and thus cannot be changed. The constant 0 is used very frequently so it is the value that is
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stored in the constant register. A constant register has one added advantage. One register is needed as a void

destination for insructions that do no writes or imauctions that are being aoped becaus they must be stopped for some

reason. This is implemented most easily by writing to a contort location.

2.3. Special Registers
There are several special registers that can be accessed with the Move Special istrcton. They ae:

PSW The processor status wond. This is described in moe detail in Section 24.

PC-4, PC-I Locations in the PC chain used for saving and restoring the state of the PC chain.

MD The mul/div register. This is a special register used during multiplication and division.

2.4. The Processor Status Word
The Processor Status Word (PSW) holds some of the information pertaining to the current state of the machine. The

PSW actually contains two sets of bits that are called PSWcurrent and PS Wother. The current state of the machine is

always reflected in PSWcurrent. When an exception or trap occurs, the contents of PSWcurrent re copied into

PSWother. The e bit is not saved. PSWother then contains the processor state from before the exception or nap so that

it can be saved. Interrupts we disabled, PC shifting is disabled, overflows we masked and the processor is put into

system state. The I bit is cleared if the exception was an interrupt. A jump PC and restore sate instruction (jpcrs)

causes PWother to be copied into PSWcurrent. After the ALU cycle of the jpcrs instrction, the interrupts are enabled

and the processor returns to user state with its state restored. Appendix VI describes the trap and interrupt handling

mechanisms.

The PSW can be both red and writuen while in system space but a write to the PSW while in ue space ha no

effect. To change the curmt stam of the machine via the PSW, a mow to 4pecal (Yiowv:) insmtction must be used to

write the bits in PSWcurrent. Before restori the tate of the machine, a now to spcial intruction must be used to

change the bits in PSWother. All the bits am writable except the e bit and the E-bit shift chain.

The assignment of bits is shown in Figure 2-3. The bits conusponding to PSWcurre me shown in upper case and

those in lower case cmrpond to the bits in PSWoder. The bit are:

I,i The 1 bit sould be hecked by the excepion handler. It is set o 0 whmn there is an interrupt
request, otherwise it will be set to a 1. This bit never needs to be written but the value will be
retained until the next interrupt or exception. The i bit contains the previous value of the I bit but in
general has no meaning since only the ! bit needs to be looked at when an exception occurs.

M,m Interrupt mask. When set to 1, the processor will not recognize interrupts. Can only be changed by
a system process, an imrupt or a nap intuction.

U, u When set to 1, the processor is executing in user state. Can only be changed by a system process,
an interrupt or a tap instruction.

S,s Set to I when shifting of the PC chain is enabled.

e Clear when doing an exception or trap return sequence. Used to determine whether state should be
saved if another exception occurs during the return sequence. This bit only changes after am
exception has occurred so the exception handler must be used to inspect this bit. See Appendix VI.

E TheEbitsmakeupashiftdudnthatisusedsodeerminewhethertheebitneedstobeclearedwhen
an exception occurs. The E bits and the e bit am visible to the programmer but cano be written.

Processor Status Word
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V, v The overflow mask bit. Traps on overflows ure pvented when this bit is set. See Section 2.4.1.

Oo This bit ge set or clexn a eve y xeption. When a trap on overflow occurs, the O bit is set to I
as seen by the exception handler. This bit never needs to be written. The o bit contains the previous
value of the 0 bit but in general has no meaning.

0 31
IUlulO I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' IE IEIEIEIe I mv I VI Mli IIs IS I

Figure 2-3: The P cessor Status Word

2.4.1. Trap on Overflow
If the overflow mask bit in PSWcurrent (V) is cleared, then the processor will trap to location 0 (the start of all

exception ad interrupt handling routines) when an overflow occurs during ALU or multiplication/division operations.

The exception handling routine should begin the overflow trap handling outine if the overflow bit (0) is set in

PSWcwreiu.

The V bit can only be changed while in system space so a system call will have to be provided for user space

propams w set or clear this bit.

2.5. Privilege Violations
User programs cannot access system space. Any attempt to access system space will result in the address being

mapped to user space. Bit 0 of the address will always be forced to I (a use space address) in usa mode.

Atempting to write to the PSW while in user space will be the same as executing a nop instuction. The PSW is not

changed an no oder action is taken.

There m no illegal instructions, just snnge results.

Processor Status Word
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3. Instruction Timing
Tds ch r describes the MPS-X inamaction pieline ad the effects tha pipelming bas o the timing sequac for

various instructions. A section is also included dia describes in detil the timing of the various types of inmcdcns.

3.1. The Instruction Pipeline
M PS-X has a 5-stge I with one muction in each ste of the ppe once it has been filed. The clock is a

two.phase clock with the phases called phase (,) d pnd = 2 %). The nnmes c the pipe stages nd die actions d
take place in them are described in Table 3-1. The pipeline sequence is shown in Figure 3- 1.

Abbreviation Name Action

IF Insuucdon Fetch Pesch the next iatrucudo

RE RegisterFetch The inssuction is decoded.
The register file U accessed during the second half

of die cycle Mase 2).

ALU ALU Cycle An AU or shft wepration is peford.
Addresses go to wmory a the md of he cycle.

MIEM Memoy Cycle Waitmi for die muxwy (exterval cache) to come back on read.
Dam oupt for memory wite.

WB Writ Back The insion result is wutten io the register
Me during the first half of the cycle (Phase 1).

Table 3-1: MIPS-X Pipeline Stages

1. IF RF ALU MEM WB
2. IF R ALU MEM WB
3. IF RE ALU MEW WB
4. IF RF ALU MEM WE
5. IF RE ALU MEM WB

Figure 3-1: Pipeline Sequence

Instruction Timing
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3.2. Delays and Bypassing
A delay occurs because the result of a pvious instracon is not avalable to be used by the currnt. instruction. An

example is a cmpute instruction duat ues die result of a load instructio If in Figure 3-1, instruction I is a load
instruction, then the result of the kad is not available to be read fom the register le until the second half of WB m

instruction 1. The first instruction that cam access the value just loaded in the registers is instructim 4 because the

registers ae read on phase 2 of the cycle. This means that there is a delay of two insmctions from a load instruction

until the result can be used as n operand by the ALU. An instruction delay can also be called a delay slot where an

instruction that does not depend on the previous instruction can be placed. This should be a nop if no useful insution

can be found. Delays between instructions cut sometimes be reduced or eliminated by using bypssing.

Bypassin allows in istruction to use the result of a previous intructin before it is written back to the register file.

This means that smne of the delays ca be reduced. Table 3-2 shows the number of delay slots that exist for various

pairs of intauctions in MPS-X. The table takes into account bypassing on both the remults of a compnue instructim and

a load instruction. For example, consider the load-address pair of insrctions. This cm occur if the result of the first

load is used in the address calculation for the wcod load instruction. Without bypassing, thme would be 2 delay slots.

Table 3-2 shows only I delay slot because bypassing will take place.

The possible implenentations for bypassing are bypassing only to Source I or to both Source I and Source 2. The

implenentatio of bypassing in MIPS-X uss bypassing to both mones. Bypassing only o Source 1 mans that the

benefits of bypassing can only be achieved If the second instruction is accessing the value from the previous Instruction

via the Source 1 register. If the second instruction can only an the value from the previous instruction as the Source 2

register, then 2 delay slots we required. Bypassing to both Sources diminates this asynumetry. The asymmetry is most

noticeable in the number of delay slots between compute or load instructions and a following instructim that ties to

store the results of the compute or load instruction. Brmches are alm a problem because the comparison is done with a

subtraction of Sowcuc - S urce 2. Not all branch types have been implemented because it is assumed that the operands

can be reversed. This meansthat it will not always be possible to bypass a result to a branch instructim. This

asymmetry could be eliminated by taking one bit from the displacement field and using it to decide whether a

subtraction or a reverse subtraction should be used. The tradeoff between the two types of bypassing is the ability 1o
generae more eficent code mn some places versus the hardwar needed to implement mom compamao. Table 3-2
shows the delays incurred for both implementions of bypassing. It is felt that bypassing to both Sources is preferable

and the necessary hardware has been implemented.

lnutiucons in due sWoe of od butacdos should not use the same register a the one that is the destination of the

load instruction. Bypassing will occur md the instruction in the load slot will get the addres being used for the load

instead of the value from the desired register.

One other effect of bypassing should be described. Consider Figure 3-1. If instruction I is a load to r] and

instrction 2 is a compute instruction that puts its result also in r], then there is an apparent conflict in instruction 3 if it

wants to use r] as its Source I register. Both the results from instructions 1 and 2 will want to bypass to instruction 3.

This conflict is resolved by using the result of the second instruction. The reasoning is that this is how sequential

instructions will behave. Tbrore, in this example instruction 3 will use the result of the compute instruction.

Instruction Timing
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Instruction Pair Delay Slots with Delay Slom with
(inst 1 - Inst 2) Bypassing Only Srcl/Src2 Comment

to Source I Bypassing

Load-Compute 1 I
Load - Address I 1 Loaded value used as address

Load - Data 2 1 Loaded value used for am data
Load -Branch 1 1

Compute - Compute 0 0
Compute -Address 0 0 Computed value used as address

Compute - Data 2 0 Compute result used for stare data

Compute - Branch 0 0

Table 3-2. Delay Slot for MIPSX Instruction Pain

3.3. Memory Instruction Interlocks
Tbere we several instruction Inteocks required because of the orgamization of the meoy system. The external

cache is a write-back cache so it requires two memory cycles so do a s-re opertion, one oh that do location is in

the cache and one to do the store. this meams that a Str instruction nut be followed by a non-memory instruction so
that there can be two memory cycles available. For example, a stoe followed by a compute instruction is okay becwuse
the compute insmction does not use is MEM cycle. The software should ny to schedule mon-memoy instructions
after l stres. If this is not possible, the processor will stall until the soe can compliete Scheduling a mop histruction
is not sufficient because an instruction cache miss will also generae a load cycle. This cann= be pmdicted sa the
hardware must be able to stall the process.

There are no restrictions for insmctions after a load instruction. There is a restriction that a load instruction cannot

have as its destination the register being used to compute the address of the load. The reason is that if the load

instruction misses in the external cache, it will still overwrite its destination register. This occurs because a late miss

detect scheme is used in the external cache. The load instruction must be restartable.

3.4. Branch Delays
Besides the delays that can occur because one instruction must wait for the results of a previous instruction to be

stored in a register or be bypassed, there e also delays because it takes time for a branch instruction to compute the

destination for a takm branch. These are called branch delays or branch slos. MIPS-X has two branch slots after

every branch instruction. Again, consider Figure 3-1. If instruction I is a branch instruction, then it is not until

instruction 4 when the processor can decide tha the branch is to be taken or not to be taen.

bastruedm T1i0g

Il
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The branch slots can be filled with two types of lnmtrctims. They can aithe be ones that we always executed or
one diat must be sawd if dhe branch does not go in the predicted direction. Squashing mesan that the instructin
are converted Into nops by peveming their write backs from occuring. Ibis is used if die brnch goes in a direction
different from the one that was predicted. This mechanism is described in more detaill in Section 4.3.

3.5. Jump Delays
The computation of a jump destination address numi that there we two delay slot after a jump instruction before

the program can begin executing at die new adidress. The computation use die ALU to comput the iump adrssso
te result is nom available to fte PC until the end of die ALU cycle. Unlike branches however, the instructions in t

-- delay slots we always executed and never squashed.

3.6. Detailed Instruction Timings
This section describes the timing of die instutions a they fow through the data path. It does not describe the

controls of the datapath and toe dning requiredl to, sw them up. These timing descriptions we intended to make more
clear die programmer's view of how each instruction is executed. The description of each instruction given in the late
sections is generally insufficient when It is necessary to know the possible inteactions of various instructions.

The timing for what hapen during an exception is not described heme. Appendix VI discusses the handling of
exception.

The notation that will be used to describe *Ae instruction timings will be shown first and then the execution of a
normal instruction will be given. The timing for eachi type of instruction is then described in more detail. Finally, the
timing for nitep and duep we treated separately. These we the multiply and divide step instructions. They doi not fit in
with the other types of compute istructions because they use the M(D register.

3.6.1. Notation
The description of each type of instruction will show what parts at the datapath we active and what they ame doing

for te instruction during each phase at execution The notation that is used is:
]FRPALULWB

Them we the namnes of die pipestages a described in Table 3-1.
This is the clock cycle before the IF cycle of the instruction being considered.
Phase I of the clock cycle.

#2 Phase 2ofdie clock cycle.
rSrcl, rSrc2 Register values on the SrcI and Src2 buses, corresponding to the Source I and Source 2 addresses

specified in the instruction.
rDest Valu so, be written into, the destination register specified by the Destination field of the instruction.

The Srcl bus is used.
auSrcl, AluSrc2 ALU latches corresponding to the values on the Srcl and Src2 buses, respectively.
IR The instruction register.
MDRiII Memory data register for values coming onto the chip.
MDRout Memory data register for values going off chip.

Instructlou Timing
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rReulh The neslt registe.

P~s= ra PC source to be used for this Inuudon. It will be one of: the displaomm add, the tmp
vwm, the imememw, die ALU or from the PC di.i
Thec71 value from the PC hwremzm.

PC-4 The last value in the PCcban.
Reg n>, Regcn.m>

Bit n or Bits n Io m of remter Reg.
Reg<c n Reg is alfted left n bits.
Bypass source iR rRfesu or MDRin
Icache The machip instruction cache.
RFS Reserved for Stanford.

Istruton Timlng
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3.6.2. A Normal Instruction
T s ecsi will show what each put of h danpth is dow duM each phs of do excuton of a uo n.

The deciu, of specific c types in following sections will only desrmbe e action of he relevant ps

of tie datspadi pertg w o t riaction in questio.

IF-, *1 RPS
#2 PC bus anPCOO

Pmchmg to& compwasoms valid bit store

IF *1 Do Us compare
Valid bit am accss
kache addrm de der -PC<26..31>
DOct Icache bit

-echare Icac2he
Do I -u (calculate ext squntial instruconA Address)

*2 Do Icche access
IR emiache

RP *1 Do bypass com paisoos
02 aluScl.1.r SX 1

o ahASc 4w Bypass soumre
alujSrc2 - rS 2

or alnSrc2 o Bypass smice
or aluSre2 on Offset value

Displacement adder lih o Displacman value
MDRout on rSrc2

or MDRom 4 Bypass source

ALU *Il Do ALU, do displacemnt adder (for branch mad jump targes)
Prechar Result bus

% Result bus ft AU
rResult e= Result bus
Memory address pads ex Result bus (There may be a atch bore)

MEM * RFS

02 MDRin *zrResult
or MDRin f Memory da pads
or Memory da pads f MDRout

WB *1 Outeam MDRin

labrcto Theing

6rom-... -ga
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3.6.3. Memory Instructions
Mmes bmwudam do soo= to memory in d5 tarm at lods md man,. Tbs caprouar md loamng poin
iwacom have szdy the am timngs ls a~y diffmmc is dom ibm Iram my am always acs an operand

or uon an apemd durin a aapocmu raar veudwm

lbs MDlttglsm is impleim n a mam of Sulo-s warmady tmns awom~tdmeautsmemory
dma pads. lb.. suglare IdldI~oLFl.L M~aaOLALU% oilmd d as)*

ff.1  *1 RFS
02 PC b4wPCin

Psuchag USg cpuuus- vaWi bit stare

IF *~ Do tag oW
Valid bis more urns
kcahe aduu dbcoder on PCc26A3 I

-tchr kacbs
Do inemua (cav' u ta inquuada kasuction addrus)

$2 Do lcubs wa

RF 41 Do bypusm pus
42 *AuSMORclfSfCl

oru~c dot D4 ypm sn=c
uluSr2 on Offut yams
XUDtLRP% o- ,&2 (ftar ve)

ar MDRtoat^ 4w Bypwt aa (For stose)

ALU *1 Do ALU(add)

MD~oLAL~l - IRoaLRf4 (For move)
#2 Rak bs oALU

iRemi: an Reas bu
Memory aidru p& ftaRsh bus
MDRouLAU% * MD~osLAWlU (Pr move)

MEld #I mDRum EM*1  MD~os&AU% (Par suave)
02 MDRI ft Memory da= pads (ar beads)

or Memory da pads e-MDRouLMEM*, Mwa mors)

WB #I rDest e= MDRin (Far koa*)

Instructon Timing
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3.6.4. Branch Instructions
Tlhee ismcidam do a wO m in the ALU. Th PC vaue is takMn fom the displacemet adder when a branch is

takes md from die lucusw whom a brach b m um.

lF.I  *1 RFS

Plubwge tag comummsan valid bit stmr

IF #I Do tg coqu
Valid bit mlam access
icache addrs deder 0 PC .31>
D c ak4che hit
techup acwbe

Do in'In mI (caulate uet sequential bmuco address)
02 Do Icache access

IR ac Icacbe

RF *1 Do byjus comparisons
2 aluSrcl a rSrcl

or aluSrcl m Bypus source
ahlSrc2 em rSrc2

or aluSrc2 an Bypas vonro
Dieplacenmat adder -Displceb mt ve

ALU #I Do ALU(Smcl - Src2), do displacenw adder (far branch saget)
Pmdae Remult bus
Eval1um codliin a die and of #1 before the rsing edge of #2

#2 PC bus on DisjAcem adder (Branch tdan)
or PC bus en Incunenser (Branch mot taken)

Tag caqmm latch an PC bus
rRamlt on Result bus

MEM #I RFS
02 D~m an fRlsult

WB *1 RFS
#2 RFS

Instructlon Timing
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3.6.5. Compute Instructions
These inamactions amostly 3-opand instuctions dohan s the ALX to do -n operation. Sonme of them do taps or

jumps. These am Mraued separatey in Section 3.6.6. The timing for instructions that sicess the specia register is
described in Section 3.60.1.

IF-i #I RFS
#2 PC bus o=zPCs==

Prechup tog conpastos, valid bit stare

IF *1 Dotagcmopare
Valid bit stor access
Icache address d cr PC<2&31I>
Detect Icacbe hit
Pwluhae lcwbe
Do incrementer (calculate neut sequential instructon address)

#2 Do kcace access
M R= kache

RE *1 Do bypass coprsn

%2 aluSrCl 4=r Srcl
or aluSini 4- Bypass source

aluSrc2 e= rSsc2
or aluStcl 4= Bypass source
or ahaSrcl 4= Immediate value (for Compute IndaeInsawutions)

ALU *1 Do ALAI
Prechuge Result bus

4 Result bus*= ALU
rResult r- Result bus

MEM *1 RFS
02 MDRin a: rResult

WB *I rDest ftMDRin

Instruction Timing

M 111 1 "
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3.6.5.1. Special Instructions
These imtructmo (mwm ad mor) acoess the Wda rPqlnrs ducibed in Se 2.3.

,F-i #I RFS
2 PC bus " PC~m

Ptecharge tag compa s, valid bit stmre

IF *1 Do tag compare
Valid bit soe access
Icacbe address deoder m PC<26.3I>
Detect kach. hit
Pmchae kbe
Do incemm r (calculate net sequential nsucdon address)

#2 Do bcace acces
IR em lahe

RF #I Do bypass comparisons
S aluSrcl f= rSrcl (For mowvos)

or aluSrcl = Bypass sour (For mwos)

ALU *1 Do ALU(pass Srcl)
Precharge Result bus

#2 Result bus = lu Srcl (For mowos)
or Result bus o- Special Register (For mois)

Special Register Result bus (For moos)
rResult = Result bus

MEM #I RFS
#2 MDRin rResult

WB #1 rDest 4 MDRin (For movfrs)

Instruction Timing
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3.6.6. Jump Instructions

IF.1  *1 IF
42 PC bus e.PCI

Piechare tag compaators, vali bit store

IF *1 Do tag compar

Icacbe address ftodr PC<2&.31I>
Detect Icach it
Pehre Icache
Do increem (calculate next sequential instruction address)

#2 Do Icache access
~IcacI

RF *1 Do bypass comparisons
#2 aluSrcl on StcI

or salSrcl 4- Bypass source
aluSrc2 cc Immediate value (Forjspci)

ALU *1 Do AL.U(add)
Precharge Result bus

#2 Result bus ftPCnc(Forjpcl)
PC bus 4- ALM (For jspc)

or PC bus ft PC-4, shif PC chai (For.0c uadjpcrs)
or PC bus ftTrap vector(Forrap)

PSWcurrent oc PSWothu (For jpcrs)
rResult am Result bus

MEM *1 IFS
#2 MDRin z rltesult

WE *1 rDest 4= MDRin (For jspci)

Instruction Timing
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3.6.7. Multiply Step. mstep
The MD register is imnplunnted as a series o( #24 registers. They we called MeDr.I 2. MDresuh41 ,

MDmdrinf4 and MDwb.#1. Th names reflect the nmes of he bypass regisrs wed when bypassing to the register

fie. ThM special gisr hatis visible for reading and writing is MMDL%. This chain of regista is necessary for
restartmg the sequm e after an emception. Mwb. contains the trme va lf MD. When interrupt occum, the

write-back into this register is stopped jugt im writ&backs ID a registeri dw gister file. The value in this register is

needed to restart the seque . One cycle after an I- u; ip is tak, th conmts ot MDwb. 1 we available in
MDrsuulL 2. this value has to be saved if the internpt rouie does any multiplication or division.

The mstra instraction has simflar timing with a different ALU operation.

There must be one instru ion between the instrmon that loads the MD register and th first instuction ta uses the

MD register. This occus when starting a multiplicaiom or division roatne and whe restarting after an interrupt

IF., *1 RFS
#2 PC bus =PCj

Prechge tag compaas, valid bit sor

IF *1 Do tag compare
Valid bit store access
Icache address decdr PC<2.3 I>
Detect Icache hit
Preare Icache
Do (calcula wut sequential immutio addres)

#2 Do Icwh access
IR ft loahe

RF 01 Do bypass compaisons

42 alu.rcl afSrcl<Cl
or aluShcl as Bypass source<< I

aluSrc2 em rSrc2

ALU *1 Do ALU(add)
I.Ach -alrc I
Precharge Result bus

#2 Result bus aw AW (MSB (Dresult*) is 1)
or Result bus e= aluSrcl (MSB (N.DsUWL#) is 0)

rResult a Result bus
M 'MulL% as MDMuI$c< 1

?vIPM *1 hMreUlL*1 ez MDMeUIL#2
*2 MDRin - rResut

MDmindin* 2 as MCDrsul

WB 01 rDest w MDRin
MDwb.01 ac MNidrin.e*

Instruction Timing
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3.6.8. Divide Step - dstep

The MD register is also wed far tis insuction. See Section 3.6.7 for a description of its implementation and the
notation used.

IF. *1 RFS
12 P bus *= 1C f
Precharge tag compamm, valid bit store

IF #1 Do tag Compare
Valid bit store access
Icache address decoder €: PC<26..31>

Do incrementer (calculate next sequential insmuion address)
Detec Icache ccet

IR *= cae

RIF #1 Do bypass comparisons
42 aluSrel e= rSl<< 1 + MSB(MDmsultL 1)

or aluSrcl .: Bypass source<< 1 + MSB(MDresult 1 )
aluSrc2 .: rSmr2

ALU 01 Do ALU(sub)
Predbnje Result bus

*2 Result bus v= ALU (MSB (ALU esult) is O)
or Result bus e= aluSic! (MSB (ALU rsult) is 1)

fResult .: Result bus
MDresult. 2 4-- MDresUlL* 1<< 1 + Complement of MSB(ALU result)

MEM *1 MDresult. 1 4= MDiesul412
2 MDRin 4: rResult

MUmdin.%2 ft hMfrenul

WB *1 rDest e= MDRin
MDwb.4 1 ft MDmdrin.%

Instruction Timing

w w
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Instruction Timing
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4. Instruction Set
Thee are fou diffinusttpe MW d nsrctions. Tey are moy lestructiOM branch binmactimn, COMMt
insctions, andomput m dasinrcio. Cap roosu a cto we por o the moy instructions.

4.1. Notation
This section explains the notation used in the descriptions of the latruction.

MSB(x) The 'most signilicant bit of x.
X<<y x is shifted left by ybits.
X>>y x is shifted right by ybits.
X#y xis anunb epreunted inbase y
zily x is cotcateratedwitb y.
Pcurrent Address of the intstruction being forbad during the ALU cycle of an instruction
PCnexz Address of the neut instruction io be fetched.

F~eg~n) The contents of to gisternte fotn oitui M

Regn>, Regn.>
Mesnor~addr] Bit A Or DirtS o Ns Of register Reg. Tevleucse lasawr f3 is
MemaryfW&] he contents of memory at the locatio addr.Thvauwendialysaorof3bt&

SignXxtend(n) The value of x sipn extended to 3'2 bits. The size of x is specified by the field being sigp extended.
rsrci The register nume used as the Source 1 operand.
rSrc2 The register number used as the Source 2 operand.
rDest The register number used a the Destination location.
tSzcl The register nmbe used as the Source I float in t operand.
fSrc2 The register number used a the Source 2 floating -on operand.
Moest The register number used as the Destination floatinig -on register.
COPI Coprocessor istruction.
MAR The memory address register. The ontents of this regisser we placed an the ades pins of the

Processor.
MDR The memory dama register. The address pads of the Procu always reflect the contents of this

register.

4.2. Memory Instructions
- Thei memory instruction we Mhe orues that do an wxternal memory cycle. The most commonly used inmnory

instructions we load and store. The other instructions that we part of the memory instructions am the coprocessor
instructions. They do not always generate a memory cycle that is recognized by memory. Instead the coprocessor uses
the cycle. This is explained in more detail in the individual instruction descriptions.

(1511M%'19 MW Z-
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4.2.1. Id - Load

TY OP SrlDest Offset(17l

11 010 0 01 *IU1U

Assembler
Id OffsetfiSrel].rDest

Operation
Re(Des) ft Muziery[:SigExftudffset) + Reg(Srcl)]

Description
bhe offse fied is sipn cxmndd mid added to the cowmu of die tgism specified by the Sici fied to compute a

memmy addres. The own=a of that nieniy location is put into Reg(Dest).

NO&e: An lnSuiztio in the slot of a load bnciou t*a use t saw iegsr u t Lod instuti is loadig is
na puedoget the comatukl Donomtrzytouse te16Mdsiotintuam.

Id LoAd Id
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4.2.2. st - Store

TY OP SICI Src2 offsetl7)
11 010 1 01 . . . . . . . . . I

Assembler
st OffsedrOzc],4=2

Operation
Mernory(S g~tn(fset) + lfg(Sw 1 em Ra(Stc2)

Description
The offset field i sign exende and added to the coMMUMt of the register specified by &he Sici field to compute a

memory address. The contets of Reg(Src2) we nouud at that memory loaion.

Mhi instruto requires 2 memory cycles one to rea the cace and then one to do the stre To obtai= aiu
performance instrctions that do va require a memory cce shoul be scheduled after a Mtom insution if possible.

Othewise t processor may stal for ON cycle.

st Sure I
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4.Z.3. Idf - Load Floating Point

TY OP SrC I Dest OM1)
11 O il 0 01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . '

Assembler
ldf Offset[rSrcl],fDest

Operation
FReg(Des) ft Menxxy[SignExtendOffset) + Rag(Srcl)]

Description
The offset field is sipn extended and added to dhe contents of die register specified by die SicI field so compute a

memory add=es. The content of diat nimmy location is put into die register specified by Dist in die floating point
unit (FMg(Dest)). ie CPU ignores the data retnned i di emory cycle.

Nets:- An inacuion in die dlot of a load instuction diat use die same register us di ad kisuwim is loading is
not guaranteed to get die crrc- raltk Do not try to use die load slots in diis mnner.

Neow Vf a processor configuation does not have an FPU dliui different code muss be Seua to emulate the
floating point insrctions. Any code thit tries to use FPU issuctions when diun is no FPU will not execuse cowcdy.

IN! Load Foating Point Idf
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4.2.4. stf - Store Floating Point

TY OP Sfcl Src2 Offset(171
11 0 11 1 0 1 ' I' l l' ' ' ' ' I .. . . . . . . . . .

Assembler
stf Offset[rSrcl]fsrc2

Operation
Memory[SignExtend(Offset) + Reg(Src 1)] 4= FReg(Src2)

Description
The offset field is sign extended and added to te contents of die register specified by the Scl field to compute a

memory adds. The contents of dwefloating point registspecified by S=2 ae stod A that nry location. The
CPU does not put out amy data during this write mziwy cycle.

Noe: If a pocesm r configuration does not have an FPU diem ditfumt code must be generated to emulate the
floating point instructions. Any code that tris to use FPU instuctions when tm is no PPU will not e=cute corectly.

Itf Store Floating Point stf

LMWW .
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4.Z.5. Idt - Load Through

TY -OP SrcI Dot Offset(17)
11I 010 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 I

Assembler
ldt OffSe~rSrclJ1A)us

Operation
Reg(DeO *- Memory[SgERwO fe + Reg(SrcI)]

Description
This insaucton is the same n Id excep di t is gutItaud tD bYPas doe Cache. Tbere is no check to mn whethe

t locatia. being wocessd cunundy aximt In the cache

The offset field is sign extuaded. sod added to the omasof 6 th eIs eIfied by die Stci field wo compute a
mmry address. The commant of tha memory location is put into Reg(Des).

Note: An instruction in tdsot of a load itaftidon diii uae die sons register a the boad insuictWa is loading is
not guaranteed to get the correc resul Do not try to use te load slots in this manner.

Mdt Lead Throughi It
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4.2.6. stt - Store Through

TY OP SrO Src2 Offiet(17l
i1 0 1 i ' I ' ' ' ' I

Assembler
su Offset[rSrcl],rSrc2

Operation
Memory[SinExWdOffset) + Reg(Srl I)] f Reg(Src2)

Description
Ths instruction is the same as st except that it is uarwd to bypas die ciche. There i no check w see whether

die location beg accessed ciam dy exists in the che.

•rt offset fild is sign extended d added to the comns of the m w specified by d SrI fn ID compute a
memory address. The contons of Re(Src2) wre stared at that mwnwry location.

s Store Through stt
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4.2.7. movfrc - Move From Coprocessor

TY OP SrClftO) - Dest COP# Func CSI CS2JCD

Copi

Assembler
movfc CopLrDest

Operation
MAR qw SigriftlendCopl) + Reg(Src1)
Reg(Dest) ft MDR

Description
Thiu instructon is used to do a Coprcessor registr to CPU register move.

The CopI field is sip3 exteded and added to the commat of dhe register specified by the SmIi field. 7Ue Srci field
should be Register 0 if the CopI field is to be unmodified (hacker take note). The CopI field will appear on die address
lines of the processor where it can be mead by the coprocessor. The coprocessor Will place a value on the data bus that
will be stoued in Reg(Dest) of the CPU. The muemory system will ignore this muemory cycle.

The CoPI field is decoded by the coprocesaors to find the coproceusor being addressed (COP) and the functio o be
peiforied. A possible format is show-' above. The fields CS) and CS2/CD show possible cqprocessor Meister fields.
The format is flextible wxept dhat all coprocessors should find the CON$ in the samue place.

Now: An instruction in the slot of a movg'pc kknoction dhat uses the mwn register that the movfrc kwomction is
loading is niot guuinteed to get the correct result. Do not try ID use the SloM k this =mnW.

4
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4.2.8. movtoc - Move To Coprocessor

TY OP Srclf0) Src2 COP Func CS1 CS2/CD
I~I 1 l io o o o 0 ' '' 'I ' 'I ' '' ' 'I ' ''I ' '' I

I CopI

Assembler
movtoc CopLrSrc2

Operation
MAR 4= SignExmnd(CopI) + Reg(Srcl)
MDR ft Reg(Src2)

Description
Tbis instruction is used to do a CPU register to Cproamsor register move.

The Copi field is sign extended and added to the contents of the register spcfied by the S=I -field. The Srcl field

should be Register 0 if the Copl field is to be unmodified (hcle tak note). The Copl field will apear on the address

lines of the processor where it cm be read by the coprocessor. The cntens f register Src2 are placed on the data lines

so that the coprocessor cm access the value. The memoy system will ignore this memory cycle.

The Copl field is decoded by the coprocesbon so find the coprocessor being addresed (COP#) and the function to be

performed. A possible format is shown above. The fields CSI md CS21CD show possible coprocessor register fields.

The format is flexible except that all coprocesson should find the CON in the same place,

movtoc Move To Coproceor movtoc
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4.2.9. aluc - Coprocessor ALU

TY OP Srcl(rO) COR Func CS1 CS21CD
11 0 11 0 1 10 0 0 0 0l IQ 0 0 o0 ,,0 1

I Copi]

Assembler
alec Copi

Operation
MAR e= SipExtend(Copl) + Reg(Srcl)

Description
This insnction is used to execute a copocessor instruction dim does not require the transfer of data to or from the

CPU.

Tis instruction is actualy implemented as:
movfre CoIjO.

The CopI field is sip exiended and added to the contents of the register specified by the SicI field. The Srcl field
should be Regist 0 If the CopI field is to be unmodified (hackr take no). The CopI field will appar on the address
lines of the processor where it can be read by die coprocessor. The nmouy mystem will ignore this memory cycle.

The CopI field is decoded by de coprocessors to find the coMocessor being addressed (COP#) and the function to be
performed. A possible format is shown above. The fields CS) and CS2/CD show possible coprocessor register fields.
The format is flexible except that all coprocessors should find the COPR in the same place.

Note that this insruction is needed to perform floating point ALU operations. Only floating point loads and stores

have special FPU instructions.

alec Coprocessor ALU aluc
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4.3. Branch Instructions
As described previously in Section 3A, all branch Instructions have two delay slots. The instructios placed in the

slots can be either ones that must always execute or ones that should be executed if the branch is taken. There are two
flavours of branch inistructions that must be used depending an die type of instructions placed in the slots. They are:

No squash: The instictions in the slots we always executed. They we nevw squashed (muined into flops).
Squash if don't go: All branches we statically predited to so (be taken). This mneans that the instrctions in the

branch slots should be instructions from the wgres instruction stream. If the branch is not
tmkes, then the instructions in the slots we squashed.

The instructions in the slow must be both of the samne type. That is, they should both always execute or both be from
the target instructioni steam. If squashing takes plaoe, both instrctions in the slots we treated equally.

Note that for best performance, it is best to try so find instructions that can always execute and use the no squash
branch types.

Branch instructions can be put in the slot of branches that can be squashed.

The branch conditions we established by testing the result of
Reg(Src 1) - Reg(Src2)

where Srcl and Src2 am specified in the branch instruction. The condition to be tested is specified in die COND field

of the branch instruction. The expressions used to derive the conditions use the following notation:

N Bit 0of the result isal1. The result is negative.

Z The result isO0.
V 32-bit 2's-complement, overflow has occurred in the result.

C A carry bit was generated from bit 0of the result in the ALU.
o Exclusive-Or

Some branch conditions that mre usually found on other machines do not exist on MIPS-X They can be synthesized
by reversing the order of the operands or comparing with Reg(O) in Source 2 (Src2-O). These branches wre shown in
Table 4-1 along with the existing branches.
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Branch Description Expmssio Branch To Use
If Synthesized

beq Branch if equal Z

bge Branch if eater tan or equal NOV

bgt Brnch ifre a r than (NO V)+Z bk (rev ops)

bhi Branch fif W C +Z blo (rev ops)

bhs Branch if higher or sume C

ble Branch if lss than or equal (NO V)+Z bge (r v ops)
blo Branch i lower than t
blos Brnch ifV iwror san C+ Z bhs (rev ops)

bit Brach if less ath NOV

bne Branch if not equal z
bpl Branch if plus N bg (cop to S=2-0)
bmi Branch if minus N bit (cup to Src2-O)
bra Branch aways beq tO,O

Table 4-1: Branch Insuctims
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4.3.1. beq - Branch If Equal

TY Cond SrcI Src2 So DpS(1)
Jo poo 0 II '' I .. .Is ..... ..... '' I|

s- = Squash if don't go
s- 0 = No squashing

Assembler
beq rSrclrSrc2,Label ; No squashing
beqsq rSrclrSrc2Label ; Squash ifdcm'tgo

* Operation
If [Reg(Src1) - Reg(Src2)] = Z

then
PCnext c= PCcurent + SignExtend(Disp)

Description
If Reg(Srcl) equals Reg(Src2) then execution continues at Label and the two delay slot insuuctions are executed.

The value of Label is conputed by adding PCcurrent + the signed displacement

If Reg(Srcl) does not equal Reg(Src2), then the delay slot instructions we executed for beq and squashed for beqsq.

be Branch If Equal beq
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4.3.2. bge - Branch If Greater than or Equal

TY Cond Srcl Src2 so Di16)
10 O 1 1 1 11 ' ' I. ' ' 

s - I = Squash ifdon'tgo

s - 0 =No squashing

Assembler
bge rSrcl,rSrc2,Label ; No squashing
bgesq rSrclrSrc2Label ; Squash if don't go

Operation

If [Reg(Sicl) - Reg(Src2)] = N 0 V
then

PCnext *= PCcumnt + SignExt d(Disp)

Description
This is a signed compar

If Reg(Srcl) is greater than or equal to Reg(Src2) then execution continues at Label and the two delay slot

instructions are executed. The value of Label is computed by adding PCcmn~t + the signed displacemt.

If Reg(Srcl) is less than Reg(Src2), then the delay slot insructions are executed for bge and squashed for bgesq.

bge Branch If Greater Than Or Equal bge
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4.3.3. bhs - Branch If Higher Or Same

TY Cond Srcl Src2 SO Dio(161

10010 1 01 ' ' l I ' I ' ' ' ' ' 

s-I =*Squahifdon'tgo

s - 0 = No squashing

Assembler
bhs rSrclrSrc2,Lab ; No squashi
bbssq rSrclrSrc2j.b ; Squash fdoa't go

Operation
Nf [Reg(Srcl) - Reg(Src2) a* C

then
PNnxt = PCcuumt + SignEtend(Disp)

Description
This is unsigned ompare.

If Reg(Srcl) is higher than or equal to PM(Sra) then exeution continues at Label mad the two delay slot
instructions w seecuted The value of Label is computed by adding PCcut + the signed displacMefat

If Reg(Srcl) is lower than Reg(Src2), them dhe delay slot insiuctio ae monad for bla and squashed for bhssq.

bbs Branch I Higher Or Same bbs
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4.3.4. blo - Branch f Lower Than

TY Cond Srcl SX2 so Dis(16)
10 O ll 1 01 ' ' I II . ' ' ' 

s -I1=*Squash ifdo'tgo

s - 0 z No squashing

Assembler
blo rSrclrSrcZLabel ; No squashing
blosq rSrc l,rSrcZ1.ab ; Squash if don't go

Operation

If [R(Stcl) - Reg(Src2)] u s
then

PCuext 4 PCcurrent + SignExtend(Disp)

Description
This is an unsigned compare.

If Reg(Srcl) is lower than Reg(Src2) then execution continues a Label and the two delay slot insuructions are
executed. The value of Label is computed by adding PCcumt + the signed displacement.

If Reg(Swcl) is higher than or equal to Reg(Szc2) or if there wa a carry generated, then the delay slot instructions are

executed for blo and squashed for blosq.

blo Bramcb If Lower Than blo
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4.3.5. bit - Branch If Less Than

TY Cond SCl Src2 So Dis16)
10 0 10 1 1 1| ' I' l l' ' 'I i I . . . ' ' . . . . I

s - 1 =Squash ifdon'tgo

s - 0 =No squashing

Assembler
bit rSrclrSiv2Label ; No squashing
bltsq rSrcl,rSrc2,abel ; Squash f don't go

Operation
If [Re(Srcl)- Reg(Sz2)) a N V

then
PCuext *= PCcreut + SignExtend(Disp)

Description
This is a signed compare.

If Reg(Srcl) is less than Reg(Src2) then execution continues at Label and the two delay slot instructions are

executed. The value of Label is computed by adding PCCuret + the signed displacement.

If Reg(Srcl) is gSater than or equal to Reg(Src2), then the delay slot instructions e executed for bt and squashed

for blisq.

bit Branch If Less Than bit
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4.3.6. bne - Branch If Not Equal

TY Cond Srcl Src2 so_ Ds16)
10 0 11 0 1 1] ' ' 'l I t ' ' l 1 1 0 9 1 0 9 9 ' 6 1 ' 9

s-I =sSquash if don't go

s -0 =No squashing

Assembler
n rSrclrSrcZAbel ; No squashing

bnesq rSrcljrSc2abel ; Squash ifdon't go

Operation

If [teg(Srcl) - Reg(Src2)) =
then

P(next $= PCcumn + Sign.xt~d(isp)

Description
If Reg(Srcl) does not equal Reg(Src2) then execution continues at Labe and the two delty slot instructions are

executed. The value of Label is computed by adding PCcunt + the signed displacemeL

If Reg(Srcl) equals Reg(Src2), then the delay slot instructions are executed for be and squashed for bnesq.

bue Branch If Not Equal bne
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4.4. Compute Instructions
MMa of &ie compo we nuudm are 3-operand isawcton tha use the A) or the shifter to Perform an operatio

an d cointets of 2registersand store thezmolt ina ird register.
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4.4.1. add - Add

TY OP SrCI SrC2 Dest Cow Func(12)
I10 1 1100I , SI' 0I 0S 0

Assembler
add rSrc IrSrc2,rDest

Operation
Reg(Dest) e- Reg(Srcl) + Reg(Src2)

Description
The sum of the conts of t two soum fe gistuus is stored in the desdnation regiswe.

add Add add
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4.4.2 datep - Divide Step

TY OP SrcI rc Dest Com FuncC 12)

Assembler
-se r~r1xSr2rest

Operation
Src I should be the smeas Des.

ALUrc e Rg(Scl)<< I + MSB(Reg(M))
ALUsrc2 ft Re&(Src2)
ALUoutput ft AL~arcl - ALUsrc2

If MSB(ALUoutput) is 1
then

Rtg(Dest) e= ALUsrcl
Reg(M) ft Reg0VM) 1

else
Reg(Dest) 4- ALUourpu
Reg(M) *= Reg(MD)c< 1 + 1

Description
This is one step of a 1 -bit restoring division algorithm The division scheme is described in Appendix TV.

detep Divide Step dstep



4.4.3. matart - Multiply Startup

TY OP SrcI Src2 Dest Comy Func(12)

Assembler
mstart rSrc2jrDest

Operation
if MSB(Multiplier loaded in Reg(MD)) is 1

then
Reg(Dest) o- 0 - Reg(Src2)
Reg(M) 4- Re&(M)cc I

else
Reg(Dest) c- 0
Reg(MID) 4- Reg(MD)<< 1

Description
This is the first step of a 1-bit shift and Add multiplication algorithm used when doing signd multiplication. If the

most significant bit of the multiplier is 1, then the multiplicand is subtracted from 0 and the result is stored in

Reg(Dest). The multiplication scheme is described in Appendix Iv.

Instert Multiply Startup itart
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4.4.4. instep - Multiply Stop

TY OP Szvl Src2 Dest ComD Func(121

Assembler
instep rSrclj4rc2rDest

Operation
Src I should be the saws as Des?.

If MSB(Reg(MD)) is I
then

Reg(Dest) 4- Reg(Srcl)<< 1 + Reg(Src2)
Reg(MD) t--Reg(MD)<<

else
Reg(Dest) 4-Reg(Srcl)<c I
Reg(MD) ft Rea(M)< 1

Description
This is one step of a I-bit shift and add mukiplication algorihm Ile mukiplication scherne is described in

Appendix TV.

insepMultiply Step istep
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4.4.5. sub - Subtract

TY OP SnO Src2 Dest Co Fundl2)

10 o ' .... I ' ' ' I . . . 000 0 1 0 0 1 101

Assembler
sub rSrclrSrc2,rDest

Operation
Reg(Dest) 4- Rg(Srcl) - Reg(Src2)

Description
The Source 2 register is subusied from dh Source I rgistw and the differmce is stored in the Desdnazion register.

sub Subtract sub

..........................................
~ **~ft~~i~* -. 4
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4.4.6. subnc - Subtract with No Carry In

TY OP Srci Src2 Dest ConFunc(12
I0 1 l1 0 01 . . . . . . . .' 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11 01

Assembler

subnc rSrc lrSrc2,rDest

Operation

Reg(Dest) 4- Reg(Srcl) + Reg(Src2)

Description
The l's complement of the Source 2 regter is added to the Source 1 register and the result is stored in the

Destination register. This insmtrcon is used when doing muluprecision subtm ion.

The following is an exaple of double pecision subtraction. The operation required is C - A - B, where A, B and

C are double word values.
subnc rAhi.rhirChi ;subtract high words
bhssq rAlo,rBloll ;check if subtract of low

;words generates a carry
;sranch if carry set

addi rChifl.rChi ;add 1 to high word if carry
hop

11: sub rAlo,rBloClo ;subtract low words

subnc Subtract with No Carry In subnc
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4.4.7. and - Logical And

TY OP SrcI Siv2 Dest Comp Powlc(1
o1110 1 '' ' . .I .. IO o o o o o 1 Q 0 0 I i

Assembler
and rSrclrSr=2rDest

Operation
Reg(Dest) *= Reg(Srcl) bitwise and Reg(Src2)

Description
This is a bitwise logical and of the bits in Source I and Source 2. The result is placed in Destination.

and Logical And and
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4.4.8. bic - Bit Clear

TY OP Srcl Src2 Dest Comw Func(12)
10 111 0 01'' ''I . 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Assembler
bic rSrcl rSrc2,rDest

Operation

Reg(Dest) = Reg(Srcl) bitwise and Reg(Src2)

DescripUon
Each bit that is set in Source I is cleared in Source 2. The result is placed in Destination.

p

bic Bit Clear bic

... .. ... .. .. ... .. ..
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4.4.9. not - Ones Complement

TY OP Srcl Dest Cow Func(12)

Assembler
Riot rSrClIrAet

Operation
Reg(Dest) 4- Reg(Stcl)

Description
Ile ones contplemi of Sourc 1 hs placed in Destination.

ntNot not



4.4.10. or - Logical Or

TY OP SrcI Src2 Dest Corns fwdc(2l

10111I0 01 'I' ll' '' ' 'I . . . . 10 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1I

Assembler
or rS=clrSzv2,Dest

Operation
Rteg(Dest) 4- Rfg(Srcl) blii or eg(Src2)

DescripUon
This is a bitwise logical or of the bit in Source 1 wad Source 2. The rult is placed in Destinaton

or Logical Or or



4.4.11. xor - Exclusive Or

TY OP Srcl Src2 - Dest Comp Func(12)

I0 I 11 0 0 ' 'I ' 11'0I 0 00 0011 011 1

Assembler
xor rSrclrSrc2,rl)est

Operation
R.eg(Dest) 4= Reg(Srcl) buwise =claswe-or Reg(Src2)

Description
This is a bitwise oiusive-or of the bits in Source 1 and Source 2. The tmult is placed in Destinaion.

xor Exclusive Or xor



4.4.12. may - Move Register to Register

TY -OP SrcI Dest Comy Func(12)
10 1 11 0 0 1 ''''10 0 0 0 0 1 ''' 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Assembler
-ov rSrclrDest

Operation
Reg(Dest) 4-Reg(Srcl)

Description
7bis; is a register to register move. It is implemnented as

add rSrclrOjrDest.-
* This mnemonic is povided for convenienc and clarity.

mo, Move Register to Register W.ov
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4.4.13. asr - Arithmetic Shift Right

TY OP Src Dest Com Func(12)
10 1 10 0 1 I ' ' ' . 10 0 0 0 0 ' ' ' ' 10 0 0 1 O lb b b d d d d l

Assembler
asr rSrclrDest,#shift amount

Operation
R g(Dest) *= Reg(Srcl)>> hift amount (See below for explanation of shift amowu)
The high order bits we sig extended.

Description
The contents of Source I mu arithmetically shifed right by shfk mowu. The sign of the result Is the same as the

sign of Source 1. The result is stored in Destination. The ruige of shifts is from I to 32.

To determine the encoding for the shgt amount, first subtract the shift amount from 32. The result can be encoded as
5 bits. Assume the S-bit encoding is bbbe, where bbb is used in the final encoding. The bottom two bits (ef) are fully
decoded to yield dddd in the following way:

ef dddd

00 0001

01 0010

10 0100
11 1000

For example, to determine the bits required to specify the shift amount for the shift insmaction

asr r4,r3,#S
first do (32-5) to get 27 and then encode 27 according to the above to get 1101000.

ass Arithmetic Shift Right asr
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4.4.14. rotlb - Rotate Left by Bytes

TY OP Sc Src2 Dest mp Fc(12
I011lO0011 'I' ll' ' ',. I . . . . I0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 Ay 0 0 1

Assembler

rodb rSrcl.rSwc2Aes

Operation
Reg(Dest) t- Reg(Srcl) rotated left by Reg(Src2)<30-31> bytes

Dscription
7bis intruction roae left de contents of Souce I by tie number of bytes specified in bit 30 and bi 31 of Source 2.

For example,
Reg(Srcl) - AB0CD2316
Reg(Src2) - 51#16

rodb rSrc IrSrc2,rD.st

Reg(Dest) - OCD23AB#16

rodb Rotate Left by Bytes rotib
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4.4.15. rotlcb - Rotate Left Complemented by Bytes

TY OP SrcI Src2 -Dest Corny Punc(12)

10 1 10 0 II ' . . ' . 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 01

Assembler
rotlcb rSrclxrSrc2,rDest

Operation
Reg(Dest) *= Reg(Srcl) rotaed left by BitCoplemetReg(S2)40.31b] bytes

Description
This insaucuion rotates Mef dwe contens of Source I by the number of bytes specified by using the bit complement of

bits 30 and 31 in Source 2. Foremaniple,
Reg(Srcl) - AB01CD23e16
Reg(Src2) - 51#16

rodcb, rSrclrSrc2,r)est

Rotate amount is BitComplemnent of 01#2 1002 2.

Reg(Dest) - CD23ABOI#16

roticb Rotate Left Complemented by Bytes rotlcb



4.4.16. sh - Shift

TY OP Snc Src2 pest Corny Func(121
10 1i 10 0 1 1 . . . . . . .' 10 0 1 0 0 Ib b b d d d d I

Assembler
sh rSrc1,rSrc2,r)es,#hift amount

Operation
Reg(Dest) em Bottom shift amnt bits of Reg(Src2) 11 Top 32-shift amou bits of Reg(Srcl)

Description
The shifter is a funnel shifter that concatenates Source 2 as the high order word with Source 1 and the shfY amount is

usedl to select a 32-bit. fed as the result The range of shift amouwnt is from I to 32.

The encoding of the ahkft amouant is explained in the description of the air instruction. For example, the instruction
sh r4,r2,r5,#7

places in r5 the bottom 7 bits of z2 (in the high order position) concatenated with the top 25 bits of r4. The bits tD

specify the shift amount, determined by first doing (32-7) to get 25. Then encode 25 to get 1100010.
The following table gives some mre examples:

Assume
Reg(Srcl) - 89ABCDEF#16
Reg(Src2) - 12345670#16

Shift Amount bbbdddd Re'sult
0 Not Valid
1 1111000 MUME6F
4 1110001 089ABCDE

16 1000001 567069AB
28 0010001 23456708
31 0000010 2468ACE1
32 0000001 12345670

shift s -Shift shift
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4.4.17. nop - No Operation

TY OP Corny .und12)
10 1l1 o 01o o o 0 01o 0 0 0 010 0 0 010 0 00 0 0 1 1 00 1

Assembler
flop

Operation
Reg(0) = Reg(O) + Rq(0)

Description
Ws instucion does do n much excpt ke tni and space. t is iinhemied as

add N JOZ0

Snop No Operation nop
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4.5. Compute Immediate Instructions
Ma mm wediste jcioas have one sou md one destination register. They provide a maes to load a

17-bit constant that is stored a part of the instruction Some of the instructions wte used to access the special registmr
esrbdin Sectio 2.3. In genera, Istructions that do not fit in with wy of the other grops are place here.



4.5.1. addI - Add Immediate

TY OP Srcl pest Irnmed(17)
11 111I 0 01 'l lI I . '

- Assembler
addi Srcl,#LmmedDet

Operation
Reg(Dest) *= SignExtend(Immed) + Reg(Src I)

Description
Ma. value of the signed immediate constat is added to Source I and the result is stated in Destintation.

addl Add Immediate addi
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4.5.2. jpc - Jump PC

TY OP ComnD Func(12)

11 111 0 110 00 00100 0 0010 00 0010 00 00 00 0 00 1 1_1

Assembler
jpc

Operation
PCnext 4- PC-4

Description
The PC chain should have been loaded with the 3 return addresses. PCnext is loded with the contents of PC-4

which should owtain a return address used for returning from an exception io own space.

This instution should be the second and third of 3 jumps using the addresses in the PC chain. The first jump in the

sequence should be jpcrs which also causes some sate bits to change.

JpC jump PC jpc
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4.5.3. Jpcrs - Jump PC and Restore State

TY OP ComEp Func(12)

I1 1 11 0 io 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11

Assembler
jpcrs

Operation
PC sifting enabled
PSWcurrent 4n PSWother
P =next -PC-4

Description
The PC chain should have been loaded with the 3 retun addresses. PCnext is loaded with the contents of PC-4

which should contain the first return address when returning frm an exception to user space.

This instruction should be the first of 3 jumps using the addresses in the PC chain. The next two insructions should

bejpcs to jump to the 2 othe instructions needed to restart the machine.

The machine changes from system to user state at the end of the ALU cycle of the Jpcrs insruction. The PSW is

changed at this time as well.

When this instruction is executed in user state, the PSW is not changed. The effective result is a jump using the

contents of PC-4 as the destination address.

jpcrs Jump PC and Restore State Jpcrs

#~v ., , ', . / ='., . .,"¢;' , , . .,;r r ..2 ,, ~l:. '..'.'g~ ; ;, . J. ,?1.
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4.5.4. Jspci - Jump Indexed and Store PC

TY OP Srcl Dest Immed(17)

11 1 10 0 0 1 'I l ' I . . . . . . . . ' . . .

Assembler
jspci rSrcl,#ImmedrDest

Operation
PC 4 Reg(SrcI) + SignExtend(mmed)
Reg(Dest) o= PCcurrent + 1

Description
iis isuction has two delay slow. Tbe address -of tw insct after the two delay slots is stared in the

Destination register. This is the return location. Tbe immediate value is sign extended and added to the contents of

Source 1. This is the jump destination so it is jammed into the PC. The displacement is a 17-bit signed word

displacement.

This instruction provides a fast linking mechanism to subroutines that awe called via a trap vector.

Jspci Jump Indexed and Store PC jspci
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4.5.5. movfrs - Move from Special Register

TY OP Dest ComnNc(12)
I Ip 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 1 ''''10 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Spec

Assembler
movfrs SpecialRegrDest,

Operation
Reg(Det) 4- Reg(Spec)

Description
This instruction a used to copy dhe special regisers described in Section 23 into a general yegirswr. The contents of

the special register we put in the destination register. T1e value used in tde Spec field for each of the spacial registers is
shown in tdo table below along with the assembler mnemonic.

Specaleg Spec

P5W 001

md 010

pcm4A 100

The PSIV (psw) can be read in both systemn and user state.

A move from pcm4 causes the PC chain to shift after the move.

Movfrs Move from Special Register movtrs
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4.5.6. movtos - Move to Special Register

TY OP SICl Com Pic(121

11 1lip 1 0 1 ' ' 10 0 0 0 0 IQ 0 0 0 0 10 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 'I

Spec

Assembler
niovtos rSrclSpecifte

Operation
Reg(Spec) 4- Rq(SrclI)

Description
This inmrcton is wsed So load the special registe desribed in Sewoon 2.3. The coint of the Source 1 regite is

put in the special register. The value andin the Spec field for each of the special regismar is shown in the table below
Wong~ the assemibler memonic.

Speciaiweg Spec

PEW 001
md 010

pcnsl 100

Accessing the PSW (paw) requires the Ircso to be in syma ste. Otherwise the instruction is a map in user

A move to pcml crms the PC chain oo shift afte the move.

After a move to m4, one cycle may be needed before an nut or uu hnwucton to smute som cauuol lines to the) ALU.

110Ow moe to SpaceS Regise uovtos



4.5.7. trap Trap Unconditionally

TY OP Vco(~
II 111 1 010 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 0 I ' ' ' ' ' ' . 0 1 1 1
Assembler

tap Vector

Operation
Stop PC shifting
PC *Vector<<3
PSWodwr o PSWcunnt

Description
The shiffts of the PC chain is stopped ad the PC is loaded with the contents of the Vector field shifted left by 3

bits. The PSW of the user space is saved.

This is an uncondidoal frp. The ksuction is used to go to a system space routine from user space. The state of

the machine changes from user to system after de ALU cycle of the trap insmaction.

The trap instruction cano be placed in the firt delay slot of a brnh,ijspc4 jpc, orJpcrs insruction. See Appendix

VI for morn details.

The assembler should convert Vector to its one's complement form before generating the machine instruction. ie.,

the machine instruction contains the one's complement of the vector.

nap Trap Umcomdtlonaly rap
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4.5.8. hac - Halt and Spontaneously Combust

TY OP
I1 1100 111 1 1 1 1 p 0 p p 0 0 0 p p p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01

Assembler
bsc

Operation

Re(3) t-PC
The processor stops fetchg instrutons and self destructs.

Note that the contents of Reg(31) Wse actually IoL

Description
This is executed by the processor when a protection violation is detected. It is a privileged instruction available only

on the -NSA versions of the processor.

hac Halt and Spontaneously Combust hsc



hsc Halt and Spontaneously Combust hsc

J~IN
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Appendix I
Some Programming Issues

This appendix contains some programming issues that must be stated but have noc ben included elsewhere in this

document.
1. Address 0 in both system and user space should have a nop instruction. When an exception occurs during

a squashed branch, the PCs for the instructions that have been squashed ae set to 0 so that when these
instructions ae restated they will not affect any state. The nop at address 0 is also convenient for some
sequences when it is necessay to load a null instruction into the PC chain.

2. The instruction cache contains valid bits for each of the 32 buffers. Them is also a bit to indicate whether
the buffer contains system or user space instructions. When it is necessary to invalidate dhe instruction
cache entries for a context switch between usa processes, a system space routine is executed that jumps to
32 strategic locations to force all of the system bits to be set in the tags. Thus when the new user process
begins, the cache is flushed of the previous user process. An example code sequence is shown at the end
of this qpendix.

3. After an intuvupt occurs, no registers should be accessed for two instructions so that the tags in the bypass
registers can be flushed. If a register access is done, then it is possible that the instruction will get values
out of the bypass registers written by the previous context instead of te register file. This should not be a
problem because the PCs must be saved first anyways. Since this happens in system space, the interrupt
handler can just be writen so that the improper bypassing does not occur.

4. There is no instruction that can be used to implement aon primitives such as test-and-set. The
proposed method is io use Deker's algoithm or some other software scheme [3] but f this proves to be
insuff cient then a load-locked instruction can be implemented as a coprocessor instruction for the cache
controller. This instruction will lock the bus until another coprcesso instruction is used to unlock it.
This can be used to implement a read-modify-write cycle.

5. A long constant can be loaded with the following sequence:
.data
labell:
.word OxABCD1234
.text
ld labell(r0l,r5

r5 now contains ABCD1234#16

6. If a privileged instruction is executed in user space none of the sae bits can be changed. This mens that
writing the PSW becomes a mop. Reading the PSW mums the corea value. Trying to execut ajpcrs
only does a jump to the address in PC-4 and does not change the PSW. Ther is no trap tde for a
privilege violation.

7. Characters can be inserted and extracted with the following sequences:
For each of these examples, assume

r2 initially contains stuv
r3 initially contains wxyz

where s, t, u, v, w, x, y and z are byte values.

; Byte insertion - byte u gets replaced by w

addi rO,62,rl
rotlb r2,rl,r2 ; r2 <-- uvst
sh r3,z2,r2,#24 ; r2 <-- vstw
rotleb r2,rlr2 ; r2 <-- stvv

Extract byte - extract byte u from r2 and place it in 3

addi :O, 62, :1
rotlb r2,rl,r3 ; 3 <-- uvst
sh r3.rO,r3,424 ; r3 <-- u

Programming Issues
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Appendix II
Opcode Map

This is a summary of how the bits in the inImiction opcodes have been a e The first sections will show how

the bits in the OP and Camp Func fields are assigned. Then the opcode map of the complete insruction set will be

given.

11.1. OP Field Bit Assignments
The OP bits we bits 2-4 in all inructions. For memory type instructions the bits have no paricular meaning by

themselves. For branch type instructions the bits in the OP field (also known as the Cond field) are assigned as follows:

Bit2 Set to 0 f branch on condition mae, set to 1 if branch on condition false
Bits3 -4 Condition upon which the branch decision is made. 00 - unused, 01 -, 10-C, 11 -N@V

For compute type instructions the bits are assigned as follows:

Bit 2 Set to I if the ALU always drives the result bus for the instruction
Bit 3 Set to 0
Bit 4 Set to I if the shifter always drives the result bus for the insruction

For compute Lmedwe type instructions the bits we assigned as follows:

Bit 2 Set to 1 if the ALU always drives the result bus for the instruction
Bits 3-4 These bits hae no pwuicular meaning by themselves

11.2. Comp Func Field Bit Assignments
The Comp Func bits we bits 20 tough 31 in the compute and compute mediate type imuctions. The bits are

assigned according to whether they are being used by the ALU or he dshifter. The bits for the ALU are assigned in the

following way:

Bits 20-22 Unused
Bit23 Set to for dsep, 0 otherwise
Bit 24 Set to I for multiply insuctions (mstartmstep), 0 otherwise
Bit 25 Cary in to the AWU
Bits 26-29 Input to the P function block.

Bit 26 Srcl Src2
Bit 27 Srcl Src2
Bit 28 Srcl Src2
Bit 29 Srcl. Src2

Bits 30-31 Input to the G function block.

Bit 30 0 for ALU add operation, I otherwise
Bit 31 0 for ALU subtract operatioir, I otherwise

The bits for the shifter ae assigned as follows:

Bits 20-21 Unused
Bit 22 Set to I for funnel shift operation (sh instruction)
Bit 23 Set to I for arithmetic shift operation (wr instaction)
Bit 24 Set to I for byte rotate instructions (rotlb, rodcb)

Opcode Map
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Bit 25 For byte rotate bnmucaons, set to 1 if rotlb, 0 V rodcb
Bits 25-31 Shift amoun for funneland aridunetic "hf operations (ub and aer instraciioas). The range is 0 to

31 bits. Although this can be encoded in five bits, the two low-order bits am fully decoded.
therefre, die field is aeven bits. The two low-order bits are decoded as follows: 0 - bit 3 1, 1 . bit
30. 2 - bit 29, 3- bit 28. For example, a shif moun of 30 would become 1 110100 in dfi
seven-bi encoding scheme.

Opcode Map



11.3. Opcode Map of All Instructions 
7

Memory Instructions

instruction TY OP Comments
id 10 000
at 10 010
ldf 10 100

sf10 110
ldt 10 001
stt 10 011
movfrc 10 101 Srcl-0,
movtoc 10 ill Srcl-0
aluc 10 101 Srcl-0, Dest-O,*

Branch Instructions

instruction TY COND
beq 00 001
bge 00 ill
bhs 00 010
blo 00 110
bit 00 011
bne 00 101

Compute Instructions

Instruction TY OP Comp Func Comments
add 01 100 000000011001
dstep 01 000 000101100110
mstart 01 000 000011100110 Srcl-0
uistep 01 000 000010011001
sub 01 100 000001100110
subnc 01 100 000000100110
and 01 100 000000100011
bic 01 100 000000001011 Src2-0
not 01 100 000000001111 Src2-0
or 01 100 000000111011
zor 01 100 000000011011
may 01 100 000000011001 -Src2-0
asr 01 001 00l10bbbdddd Src2-0, bbbdddd-rotate amount
rotib, 01 001 000011000000
rotlcb 01 001 000010000000

sh01 001 0100bbbdddd bbbdddd-rotate amount
nop 01 100 000000011001 Srcl-0, Src2-0, Dest-O

Compute I diate Instructions

Instruction TY OP Comp Func Comments
addi. 11 100 Imzmed (T (med is a 17-bit
jspci 11 000 Immed * signed constant)
jpc 11 101 000000000011 *

jpcrs 11 ill 000000000011
movfrs 11 011 OOOOOOOOOrrr rrr - special register
movtos 11 010 OOOOOOOOOrrr rrr - special register
trap 11 110 Ovvvvvvvvoll Srcl-0, 'vvvvvvvv-vector
unused 11 001

A san (*) indicates an instruction that has its Des: field in fth position when fth Src2 field normally sits. 11w can

als be detemined by decodin the MSB of the type field and the middle bit of the OP field.

Ojicode Map
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Appendi xIII
Floating Point Instructions

This describes the floating point ocos en omats of the instructions implemented in the MJPS-X Instruction

Level SimNaor (Raus).

111.1. Format
All floating point numbers e represented in ome 32-bit word as shown in Fig. 1111. 7b. fields represent the

following floating point number

(I&x 2V-27X (I1+ fraction).
Thiis is an approximate IEEE floating point format.

s exp (8 bits) fraction (23 bits)
I I , , I , , I 1 9 1 9 99 I I I

igue rn-i: Floating Point Number Format

111.2. Instruction Timing
All floating point instructions e assumed ID take one cycle to execute. Mare realistic timing numbers can be

derived by multiplying dhe number output by mu:s by en appropriate constant

111.3. Load and Store Instructions
Then e 16 floating point registers. They e loaded and stored using the l4Y and sif instructions; defined in the

instruction set. Moves between the floating point registers and dhe main processor e done using the movmf and mofl

instructions. These use the movioc end moifc formats defined in die instruiction set. Note that only 4of the 5 bits that

specify a floating point register in the W,~ st, movrfand movp'i instructions ae used.

111.4. Floating Point Compute Instructions
The foamat of the floating point comput instructions is doe one shown in the description of the aluc coprocessor

instuc~tion. The coprocessor number (COP#) is 0 for die floating point coprocessor. The Fuwc field specifies the

floating point operation to be performed.

Floating Point
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111.5. Opcode Map of Floating Point Instructions
In the following table:

rl,r2 are cpu registers from rO..r31
fl,f2 are floating point registers from f0..f15
n is an integer expression

Instruction TY OP Func Operation Covnents
fadd fl,f2 10 101 000000 f2 fl + f2 Srcl-0, Dest-0
fsub fl,f2 10 101 000001 f2 = fl - f2 Srcl-0, Dest-0
fmul fl,f2 10 101 000010 f2 f fl x f2 Srcl-0, Dest-0
fdiv fl,f2 10 101 000011 f2 f fl / f2 Srcl-0, Dest-0
cvtif fl,f2 10 101 000100 f2 float(fl) Srcl-0, Dest-0

Convert int to float
cvtfi fl,f2 10 101 000101 f2 int(fl) Srcl-0, Dest-0

Convert float to nt
imul fl,f2 10 101 000110 f2 f fx x f2 Srcl-0, Dest-0

Integer multiplication
idiv fl,f2 10 101 000111 f2 fl I f2 Srcl-0, Dest-0

Integer division
mod fl,f2 10 101 001000 f2 fl mod f2 Srcl-0, Deat-0

Integer mod
movif rl,fl 10 111 001001 fl rl Srcl-0, CS1-0
movfi fl,rl 10 101 001010 rl 4 fl Srcl-0, CS2-0
ldf n[rl],fl 10 100 See instruction page

* stf n[rl],fl 10 110 See instruction page

Floating Point
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Appendix IV
Integer Multiplication and Division

This appendix describes the multiplication and division support on MIPS-X. The philosophy behind why the current

implementation was chosen is described first and then the instructions for doing multiplication and division are

described

IV.1. Multiplication and Division Support
The goal of the multiplication and division support in MIPS-X is to provide a reasonable amount of support with the

smallest amount of hardware possible. Speed ups can be obtained by realizing that most inmer multiplicadons are

used to obtain a 32-bit result, not a 64-bit result. The result is usually the input to another operation, or it is the address

of an array index. In either case a number larger than 32 bits would not make sense. Since the result is less than 32

bits, one of the operands is most likely to be less than 16 bits or there will be an overflow. In general this means that

only about 16 1-bit multiplication or division steps are required to generate the final answer. For very small constants,

insmctions can be generated inline instead of using a general multiplication or division routine. Terefo, it was felt

that there was no great advsittage to implement a scheme that could do more than I bit at a time such as Booth

multiplication.

The other advantage of only generating a 32-bit result is that it is possible to do multiplication starting at the MSB of

the multiplier meaning that the same hardware can be used for multiplication and division. The required hardware is a

single register, the MD register, that can shift left by one bit each cycle, and an additional multiplexer at the source 1

input of the AIX, that selects the input or two tines the input for the source I operand.

IV.2. Multiplication
Multiplication is done with the simple 1-bit shift and add algorithm except that the computation is started from the

most significant bit instead of the least significant bit of the multiplier. The insmtction that implements one step qf the

algorithm is called imp. For
intep rSrc l,rSrc2rDest

the operation is:

If the MSB of the MD register is 1
then

rDest c= 2 x rSrcI + rSrc2
else

rDest 4= 2 x rSrcl

Shift left MD

For signed multiplication, the first step is different from the rest. If the MSB of the multiplier is 1, the multiplicand

should be subtracted from 0. The instruction called start is provided for this purpose. For

restart rSrc2,jDest

the operation is
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If the MSB of the MD regseris 1
then

Dest €= 0- rSrc2
else

rDest - 0

Shift left MD

To show the simplest implementation of a multiplication routine assume that the fonowmng registers have been
assigned and loaded

rMer is the multiplier,
rMand is the multiplicand,
rDest is the result register
rLink is the jump linkage register.

Then,
movtoi rVsr,rHD tMove the multiplier into ND
hop :Needed for hardware timing reasons-see movtos
ustart rHand, rDeat ODo the first instep. Result goes into rDest
istep rDest,rMand,rDest ;Repeat 31 times
Jspci rLink,*OrO ;Return

It is possible to speed up the routine by using the assumption described previously that the numbers will not both be
a full 32 bits long. The simplest scheme is to check to see if the multiplier is less than 8 bits long. Some statistics
indicate that this occurs frequently.

The routine shown in Figure IV-1 implements multiplication with less than 32 msteps on average. It will actually do

a full 32 msaeps if it is necessary. In this case it is most likely that overflow will occur and this can be detected if the V

bit in the PSW is clear so that a trap on overflow will occur. Assume that the registers rMer, rMand and rDest have

been assigned and loaded as in the previous example. Two temporary registers, rTePVp and rTemp2 are also required.

The number of cycles required, not including the instructions needed for the call sequence is shown in Table IV-i.
Compare this with the simple routine using just 32 steps which requires 35 instructions to do the multiplicaiosr and a

Booth 2-bit algorithm that will need about 19 instructions. It can be observed that if most multiplications require 8 or

less maps, then this routine will be faster than just doing 32 mseps all the time.

IV.3. Division
For division, die same set of hardware is used, except the ALU is controlled differently. The algorithm is a restoring

division algorithm. Both of the operands must be positive numbers. Signed division is not supported as it is too hard to

do for the hardware required (2].

The dividad is loaded in the MD register and the register that will contain the remainder (rRem) is initialized to 0.

The "ivbr is beded into another register called (rDor). The result of the division (quotient) will be in MD. For

Mkiplkatiom and Division
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* fast. unchecked, signed mltiply
* rLink - link

r~iand - arc2
rDest - tr - arci/dest

* r~empl a teow
* riemp - temp

* Note: This code has been reorganized

KGUL:
aer rt~rr?emp2. 67 ; ?*at for positive S-bit number
bne rTemp2,rO~lnoti8
sh rO.rNsr~rTempl,624 ) assume S bit
movtes rTempl, ad
astart uHand, rDest : may need nap before this
instep rDest. riXnd. rDest

lImul~bit:
instep rDest. riMnd, rDest
instep rDest, rHand, rDest
instep, rDest. riMnd. rDest
instep, rDest. r~and. rDest
jspci rLink,SO, tO
instep rDest, rMand, rDest
instep rOest, riand, rDest

lnt:addi rTeinp2,#l.r?emp2
beqsq rTemp2,rOlaul~bit s S bit negative
matart rHand, rDest
instep rDent, rNand, rDest
movtos rDest,md ; do full 32 bits
astart, r~and, rDest ; may need nop before this
instep rDest, riand. rDent
instep rDest *rhand. zDest
instep rDest, rfand, rDest
instep rDest, riand, rDent

24 matepa

instep rD..t, rhand. rDest
japei rLink,#O,rO
instep rDeat. rhand, rDeat
instep rDeat, rNand, rDest

Figure IV-1: Signed Integer Multiplication
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Nubro7ylsihpstv multiplier 13 ::
Number of cycles with postive multiplier 13 42

Table IV-1: Number of Cycles Needed to do a Multiplication

Set ALUsrcl input to 2 x rRem + MSB(rMD)
Set ALUsrc2 input to rDor
ALUouqput *= ALUsrcI - ALUsrc2

Uf MSB(ALoiuput) is I

rRem 4- ALUsrcl

else
rRem c= ALUoutput
rMD *= 2 x rWD +1I

At the end of 32 dsteps dhe quotient will be in the MD register, and die remainder is in rRen.

A routine for doing division is shown in Figure IV-2. The dividend is passed in rDend and die divisor in rDor. At

the end, dhe quotient is in MD and rQuot mid the remainder is in rRent. Note that rDend and rRem can be the same

register, and rDor and rQuot can be the ani register. The dividend and divisor are checked to make sure they are

positive. This routine does a 32-bit by 32-bit division so no overflow can occur.

The number of cycles needed, not including the calling sequence and assuming the operands an positive, is shown in

Table IV-2.

Number of doeps needed 8 32

Number of cycles needed 34 60

Table P/-2: Number of Cycles Needed to do a Divide
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:DIV3
fast, unchecked, signed divide (should check for zeo divide) *

3 rLink - link
rDend,rRem - arcl (dividend)
ror - rguot - src2/dest (divisor/quotient)
r~empl - teal (trashed)
rTemp2 - temp (trashed)

* Note: This code has been reorganized

DIV:
mov rDend. rTemp2 ; dividend > 0 7
bge rDend, rO, iciniti
nap
nlop
sub rO, roend, rDend ; make dividend > 0

lcnt:bgeaq rDor,rO,lcinit2 ; divisor >0 ?
addi rO,#Oxff,rTempl : check for 8-bit dividend
nlop
sub rO,r~eup2,r~emp2 ;. r~emp2 > 0 if positive result
sub rO,rDor,rDor ; make divisor >0
addi rO, *Oxff, rTempI

lcinit2:
bit sq rTempl, rDend, ldivfull ; do 8-bit check
movtos rDend,md ; start 32-bit divide
mov rO,raem
sh rO,rDend,rDend,#B ; shift up divisor to do 8 bits
movtos rDend~md ; start 8-bit divide
beq rO,rO,ldivloop
mov rO,rRem
addi rO,88, rTempl ; loop counter

ldivfu 11:
addi rO,832, r~el ; do full 32 dateps

ldivlcop:
dstep rae., rDor, rRe.
datep rRem, rDor, rRe.

ldivloopr:
datep rRem, rDor, rRem
dstep rRen, r~or. rRem
dotep rae., rDor, rRem
datop raem, rDor, rRe.
dstep rRen, rDor, rRsm
addi rTempl.8-8, r~enpl adecremnt loop counter
datep raem, rDox, rRe.
bnesq r~empl, rO, ldivloopr
dstep rRen, rDor, raem
datep rRem, rDor, rRe.
movfrs md, r~uot aget result
bge rTemp2,r0,lcinit3 acheck if need to adjust sign of result
naop
nlop
sub r0,rguot,r~uot :adjust sign of result

lcinit3:
japci rLink,#0,rLink areturn
flop
flop

Figure JV42: Signed Integer Division
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Appendix V
Multiprecision Arithmetic

Multiprecision arithmetc Is not a high priority but it is desirable to make it possible to do. The minimal support

necessuy will be providd. The most straighforwar way to do this would seem to be the addition of a cany bit to the

PSW. Howevar, this turns out to be extremely difficult.

The following roiuam agments ae examples of doing double precision addition and subtraction. The only

additio required to the insmtrcion set is the sbtract with No Carry (subnc) instruction. This is only an addition to the

assembly language and not to the hardware.

Assume that them in 2 double precision operands (A and B) and a double precision result to be computed (C).
Assume that the necessary registe hmve been loaded.

;Double precision addition

add rAhi,rlhi,rChi sadd high words
sub rO, rilo, rClo ;get -rBlo; branch does subtract
bhaq rklo,rClo.11 icheck to see if carry generated

sbranch if carry set
addi rChi,#I.rChi ;add I to high word if carry
nop

11: add rAlo,rBlo.rClo :add words

:Double precision subtraction

subnc rAhi,rihi,rChi ssubtract high words
bhssq rAlo,rBloll ;check if subtract of low

'words generates a carry
;branch if carry set

addi rChi,#1,rChi ;add 1 to high word if carry
nop

11: sub rAlo,rBlo,Clo ;subtract low words

Multlprecision Arithmetic
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Appendix VI
Exception Handling

An exception is defined as either an event that caue an interrupt or a trap instructim that can be thought of as a

,sfwa einterrupt The two sequences cam similactiosm in the processor hardware. Because them is a branch delay

of 2, three PCs from the PC chain must be saved mad restarted on an interrupt. Three PQ are needed in the event that a

branch has occurrd and fallen off the end of the chain. The two branch dot instructions and the branch destination are

saved for restarting. Restarting a trap is slightly different and is explained later. See Section 2A for a description of the

PSW during intert exceptions and Us.

VI.. Interrupts
Interrupts mu asynchronous events that the programmer has no control ovr. Becaue there am several instructions

executing at the same time, it is necessmy to save the PCs of all the instructions currently executing so that the machine
can be pmperly restarted after an interrupt. The PCs are held in the PC chain. Whtn an interrupt occurs, the PC chain

is fte (stops shifting in new values) to allow the inm pt routine to save tie PCs of die thre instuctions that need
to be restarted. These are the PCs of the instructions that are in the RF, ALU and MEM cycles of execution. This
mean that no further exceptions can occur while die PCs are being saved. When die interrupt sequence begins, the
interrupts are disabled, PSWczrram is copied into PSWother and the machine begins execution in system state. The

contents of PSWother should be saved if interrupts are to be enabled before die return from the interrupt. The contentsI of the MD register must also be saved and restored if any multiplication or division is done. If the interrupt routine is
very short and interupts can be left off, it is possible to just leave the PC chain froen otherwise tie three PC. must be
saved. To save the PCs use novfrs with PC-4 as the source. The PC chain shifts after each read of PC-4.

The interrupt routine will start exmcution at location 0. It must look at a register in the interrupt controller to
determine how to handle the interpt. This sequence is yet to be specified.

To return from an interrupt, interrupts must fist be disabled to allow the state of the machine to be restored.. The

PSW must be restored and the PC chain loaded with the return addresses. The PC chain is loaded by writing to PC-i
and it shifts after each write to PC-I. The instructions we restarted by doing three jumps to the address in PC-4 and

having shifting of the PC chain enabled. This means that the addresses will come out of the end of the chain and be

reloaded at the front in the desired order.

Lhe first of the three jumps should be aJpcrs instruction. It will cause PSWother to be copied to PSWcurrent with

the interrupts turned on and the state returned to user space. The machine state changes after the ALU cycle of the first

jump. The last two instructions of the return jump sequence should be jpc instructions.

A problem arises because an exception could occur while restarting these instructions. The PC chain is now in a
state that it is not possible to restart the sequence again using the standard sequence of first saving the PC chain. The

start of an exception sequence should first check the e bit in the PSW to see whether it is cleared. The e bit will be set

only when the PC chain is back in a normal state. If it is clear, then the state of the machine should not be resaved. The

state to use for restart should still be available in the process descriptor for the process being restarted when the
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lret: inst a ;Instructions a,b and c are restarted
Inst b
inst c

interrupt
Inst d
inst 0

inthir: bra to save if e bit set ;Start of interrupt handler
Do necessary fixes ;e bit clear so don't save PC chain
bra nosave

save: Save PSother ;do save if interrupts to be enabled
Save M ;if necessary
movfrs pcm4,rA ;save PCs if necessary
novfrs pcm4.rB
movfrs pcm4, rC

nosave: Inable interrupts ;if necessary and above saving done

Process interrupts

Disable interrupts
Restore ND ;if necessary
Restore PSother if necessary
movtos rA,pcal :restore PCs
movtos rB, paul
movtos rCpcml
jpcrs ;This changes the PSW as well
jpc ;Doesn't touch PSM
)pc
execution begins at label lret

Figure V1.1: Inrupt Sequence
exception occurred. The sequence for interrupt handling is shown in Pigure VI-1.

VI.2. Trap On Overflow
A trap on overflow (See Section 2A.1) behaves exactly like m interrupt except that it is generated on-chip instead of

externally. This interrupt can be masked by setting the V bit in the PSW.

When a trap on overflow occurs, the 0 bit is set in the PSW. The exception handling routine must check this bit to

see if an overflow is the cause of the exception.

VI.3. Trap Instructions
Besides the Trap on Overflow, there is only one other type of tMp available. It is an unconditional vectored trap to a

system space routine in low order memory. After the ALU cycle of the trap instruction the processor goes into system

state with the PC chain frozen. The instruction before the tap instruction will complete its WB cycle. The PSW is

saved by copying PSWcurrent to PSWother as described in Section 2A. PSWcurrent is loaded as if this were an

interrupt.

Exception Handling
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Before intmups can be umed on again ste pwocessor state must be saved. The remm PCs ae cummtly in the PC

chain. Three PCs must be Mad fom the PC chami and the third oe saved in the process descripto. It is the instruction

that is in the RF cycle. The instruction crTesponding to the PC in MEN! completes so it med not be rested. The PC
in the ALW cycle should not be restarted because it is the tr instruction. PSWother must be saved so that the state of
the pr i process is prserved. If PSWoh is not saved before inPmIs we enabled, then anote inempt will smash
the PSW of the process that executed the trap before it cm be saved.

All trap instructions have an S-bit vector number attached to them. This provides 256 legal trap addresses in system

space. These addresses are 8 locations apart to provide enough space to store some jump instructions to the correct
hndler. If this is not enough vectors one of the traps can take a register as an argument to determine the action

required.

The return sequence must disable interupts, estore the contents of PSWother and MD if they were saved and then
disable PC shifting so that the return addres can be shifted into dke PC chain. Two more addresses must be shifted in
as well so that the restart will look thes &e a anintmupt. This cm be done by loading the adresses of two nop
instructions into the PC chain ahead of the return address. Three jumps to the addresses in the PC chain are then
executed usingjpcrs mad twojpcs. The fUst jump will copy the contents of PSWother into PSWcuuent amd turn on PC

I shifting. The processor state changes after the AU cycle of the jPrs. The change of state also embles interrupts and
I puts the processo inusrspace.

If an interrupt occurs during the return sequence then the intermpt handler will look at the e bit in the PSW to
determine whether the state should be saved.

The flow of code for taking a trap and returning is shown in Figure VI-2.
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trap venum
lrets

vecnum: movfrs pcm4,rO ;instruction before trap
movfrs pcm4,rO ;trap instruction
movfra pcm4.r31 ;save this one to restart
Save PSother ;if necessary
Save ND ;if necessary
Enable interrupts ;if necessary and above saving done

Process requested trap

Disable interrupts ;movtos xpsvc where x has M bit set
Restore MD ;if necessary
Restore PMother ;if necessary
movtos rO,pcml ;assume a nop at 0
movtoa rO,pcml
movtos r3l.pcml ;instruction after trap
Jpcrs
jpc
jpc
execution begins at label lret

Figure VI-2: Trap Sequence
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Appendix VII
Assembler Macros and Directives

Tis ampedix1 describes the maros and directives used by the MIPS-X assembler. Also provided is a full gramma

of the assembler fr those that eed mine detail.

VII.1. Macros
Several macros are provided to ease the process of writing assembly code. These allow low level details to be

hidden, and ease the generation of code for both compilers and assembly language programmers.

VII.1.1. Branches
bgt, ble The assembler synthesizes these instructions by reversing the operands and using a bit or a bge

instrution.

VII.1.2. Shifts
., lsl These instructions are synthesized from the sh instruction. For example:

lsr rl, r2, #4
shifts ri four bits right and puts the result in r2.

VII.1.3. Procedure Call and Return
pjsr subroutine,#expl,reg2 A simple procedure call. The stack pointer is decremented by e xp. The return address is

stored on the stacL On return, the stack pointer is restored. Reg2 is used as a temporary.
No registers are saved.

ipjsrregl,#explreg2

ipjsr exp2,regl,#expljeg2 A call to a subroutine determined at run time. The pardcul subroutine address must be
in a register (regl) or be addressable off a register (exp2 + regl). The stack pointer and
the return address handling is identical to pjv. Rg2 is used as a temporary.

ret Jump to the return address stored by a pjsr or ipjsr macro.

VII.2. Directives
.text Signals the beginning or resumption of the text segment. This allows code to be grouped into one

area. LAbels in the text segment have word values.

.data Signals the beginning or resumption of the data segment Labels in the data segment have byte
values. Ordering within the data segment is not changed.

.end Signals the end of the module.

.eop Signals the end of a procedure. No branches are allowed to cross procedure boundaries. This
directive was added to reduce the memory requirements of the assembler. Reorganization can be
done by procedure instead of by module.

.ascii "XxX" Allows a string literal to be put in the data segment

.word exp Initializes a word of memory.

t brovided br Son McFanfei
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.float number Initializes a floating point literaL

id - exp Sets an assembly-tinme coMtanL This allows a code geeaor to emit code before the value of
certain offsets and literals ae known. The assembler will resolve expressions using this identifier
for aliasing calculations etc.

.def id - exp Sets a link-time constant. The identifier will be global.

.noreorg Allows roganization to be twned off in local areas.

.reorgon Turns reorganization back on.

.conim idn Defines a labeled common area of n words. Common area names are always global.

.globl id Makes an identifier global or accessible outside the module. The .globl statement must appear
before the id is otherwise used. All procedure entry points should be made global, otherwise the
code may be removed as dead.

Jit rlrZ...

.lifr5,rlO,... Give a list of registers that are live for the following branches. lit is for registers live if the branch
is taken and .if is for registers live if the branch is not taken, Liveness information is used for
interblock reorganization and branch scheduling.

VII.3. Example
;program 1+1 - 2?
data

labell:
•word 1
.text
.qlobl _main_main:

id labellJr0],rl

addi rl,#I,rl
addi rO,42,r2
bne rl,r2,error
ret

error:
trap
ret

.end

VII,4. Grammar
file

I file line
line :\n

I COMMENT \n { conment - ;*
I statement COMMENT \n
I statement \n

statement label
I binALUState
I monALUState
I specState
I nopState
I addiState
I jspciState
I shiftState
I loadState
I storeState
I branchState
I copState
I miscState
I directState
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ImacroState
label ID : I ID must be in columnl 1
binALUState :binALLUOp regregreg
binALUOp :ADD

ISUB
AND
IOR
IXOR
IROTLB
IROTLCE

I 1(STEP
I DSTEP

moriALUState mn reg req
HSTART req reg

moriOp NOT

specState MOVTOS regspecJialReg
M O'7FRS specialReg, reg

specialReg MD

P041

nopState NOP
addiState ADDI reg,#exp,reg
jspciState :JSPCI reg,#exp,reg
shiftState :ASR reg, reg, #exp

ISH reg,reg,reg,#exp
ILSR regreg,#exp 0
I LSL reg, reg, #exp

loadState LD exp(reg],reg
IZ LDexpreg

adds constaut to literal pool and loads it
ILDT exp Creg Itreg
ILDF exp~reg],freg

storeState ST exp~reg],reg
I STT exp[reg],reg
I STF expireg],freg

branchState :branchOp reg,reg,ID
IbranchSqOp reg,reg,ID p
IBRA ID

branchOp SEQ
ISNE
B GE

I SGT
I 5141
I BS *0

I BLE
I SWO
1 RLS
I ELT

branchSqOp : EQSQ
I BNESQ
I SGESQ
I SGTSQ
I 514150
I RHSSQ
I SLESQ
I RLOSQ
I BLSSQ
I BLTSQ

copstate 340VTOC exp, req

Amubler Macru sed Dirwbvu
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IMOVFRC @Zp, rog

I floatinop frog,f req
I floatmonOp fr~g,frog
IMOVIF rog'f req
V MW frog,reg

floatainOp :FADD
IFSUB
IFNUL
IFDIV

IIDIV
IMOD

floatmonop CVTIF
ICVTFI

miscState :TRAP exp
IJPC
IJPCRS

directState TEXT
IDATA
MIND

IEOP
IASCII STRING (string: **

IWORD exp
IFLOAT FLOATCONSTANT
33)D - exp

I DEF ID - exp
IREORGON
INOREORG
ICOMfM ID,INT
IGLOSL ID
ILIT liveList
ILIF liveList

liveList req
IliveList,reg

zacroStato PJSR ID,#exp,roq
IIPJSR reg,#eXP,reG

I 1P3'SR Sap, reg, #6exp, req
IRET

oxp : sip addop term
I- factor
Itorn

addOp +

term :term multOp factor
Ifactor

multOp *
factor :( 039P

lID
IINT

HEXINT ( like Ct Oxl2fc
reg *REG { ro. .r31 )
frog FREG jfO..fl5 )

notes:

1) only labels and directives may start in column 1
2) Keywords are shown in upper case just to make them

stand out. In reality, they MUST be lover case.
3) directives begin with a .
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